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Abstract. The Green functions of the Chern-Simons theory quantized in the axial gauge are shown

to be calculable as the unique, exact solution of the Weird identities which express the invariance
of the theory under the topological supersymmetry of Delduc, Gieres and Sorella. This solution
coincides with the one which would have been obtained from a tree graph expansion with the

principal value prescription for the free propagators.

1 Introduction

It was shown in a previous paper [1] that the Chern-Simons model [2, 3, 4], quantized in the
axial gauge1, obeys the topological supersymmetry which was known to hold in the Landau

(covariant) gauge [6, 7]. This supersymmetry, whose generators form a three-vector and

1Suppoited in part by the Swiss National Science Foundation.
2Supported in part by the "Fonds zur Förderung der Wissenschaftlichen Forschung", M008-Lise Meitnei

Fellowship.
1See also [5] for more general noncovariant gauges.
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whose anticommutator with the BRS generator yields the translations, has been shown to
be at the origin of the utraviolet finiteness of the theory [8, 9]. Another important feature of
topological supersymmetry, which makes it physically relevant2, is its role in the construction
of observables [11].

The aim of the present work is to examine further the relevance and the consequences
of supersymmetry. This will be done in the axial gauge, since in this particular gauge all
calculations can be performed rather explicitly [4, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The extension of our
discussion to other gauge choices remains to be done.

We will show that the Ward identities defining the theory, namely the Ward identities for
gauge invariance and for supersymmetry, allow to compute exactly all the Green functions,
without the need of an action principle and of the usual Feynman graph expansion derived
from it. Our main result is that the solution of the Ward identities is explicit and unique.
This solution turns out to coincide with the expression which one would have obtained
from the mentionned Feynman graph expansion, only tree graphs contributing to it, an the
principal value prescription [16] being chosen for the free propagators.

The importance of the topological supersymmetry is stressed by the outcome that the
latter, together with the axial gauge condition, essentially suffices to determine the theory.
All Green functions of the gauge and ghost fields indeed are fixed by the supersymmetry
Ward identities, without demanding gauge or BRS invariance. They moreover coincide with
the ones which would follow from the BRS invariant action. The resulting BRS invariance
in turn fixes the Green functions involving the Lagrange multiplier field3 solely, which are
the only ones not determined by supersymmetry.

Another intriguing point of the Chern-Simons model in the axial gauge is the existence
of a very large algebra of symmetries. It was already shown in Ref. [1] that an anti-BRS
invariance [17] and its associated supersymmetry hold. But these new invariances do not
make a closed algebra with the ones already known. They belong to an algebra which is

shown in App. A.

2 Chern-Simons theory in the axial gauge

The action of the Chern-Simons model in the axial gauge reads4

Ses -1 [d^e^Ti (A^A, + lgA„AuA„)
/ 3 (2-1)

+ / d3xTr (dn"Ali + bn^D^c),

2Concerning the physical irrelevance of topological supersymmetry we disagree with the authors of
Ref. [10]

3The Lagrange multiplier fields aie used for the implementation of the gauge condition.
"Conventions: p, v, ¦ ¦ ¦ 1,2,3 g„v diag(l, -1,-1) e»"" £„„,, &"*, £123 1.
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with Dp- dp ¦ +g[Ap, ¦} for the covariant derivative. The gauge group is chosen to be

simple, all fields belong to the adjoint representation and are written as Lie algebra matrices
ip(x) <pa(x)ra, with

[ra, n] flbrc, Tr (Tat%) Sab.

The canonical dimensions and ghost numbers of the fields are given in Table 1.

A d 6 c

Dimension 1 2 2 0

Ghost number 0 0 -1 1

Table 1: Dimensions and ghost numbers.

3 Symmetries and Ward identities

-Dpb,

The action (2.1) is invariant [1] under the BRS and anti-BRS transformation s and

sAp UpC, SAp —

sb d, sb gb2,

sc gc2, sc d,

sd 0, sd 0,

as well as under the vector supersymmetries Up and up-.

UpAp Cpy.vnvb, UpAp — CppVn c,

Vpb 0, Vpb -Ap,

VpC -Ap, VpC 0,

Upd dpb, vpd dpC.

(3.1)

The BRS transformations s and the supersymmetry transformations v^ form an
which closes on-shell [7]:

s {vp, vv} 0, {s, t/p} dp + Eq. of motion.

(3.2)

algebra

(3.3)

There is a similar algebra for s and Pp. However, if one wants to consider the whole set

of transformations (3.1) and (3.2), it must be completed in order to form a closed algebra.
This is done in App. A. We keep now only the BRS and supersymmetry transformations
s and Up. We shall also assume that the theory is scale invariant, as it is the case for the
classical theory.
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The BRS invariance of the theory can be expressed, formally, by the functional identity

:/*,(-.Tr / d*x [ -J»{Dpc] ¦ Zc - gJe[c2} ¦ Zc - Jb^ 0. (3.4)

Here ZC(J^, Jb, Jc, Jd) is the generating functional of the connected Green functions, J*1, Jd,
Jb and Jc denoting the sources of the fields Ap, d, b and c, respectively. We have used the
notation

[0].Zc(J»,Jb,Jc,Jd)
for the generating functional of the connected Green functions with the insertion of the local
field polynomial operator O. Usually, such insertions must be renormalized, their renormalization

is controlled by coupling them to external fields and the identity (3.4) becomes the
Slavnov identity [18]. We shall however see below that, in the axial gauge which we will
choose to work in, these insertions are trivial and thus the Slavnov identity is replaced by a

local gauge Ward identity.

The axial gauge is defined by the gauge condition

n'jfp + Jd 0- (3.5)

This gauge choice breaks Poincaré invariance, but the theory remains invariant under the
transverse Poincaré group, i.e. under the Poincaré transformations which leave the gauge
vector n unchanged.

The invariance under the supersymmetry transformations up given in (3.2) leads to the
supersymmetry Ward identity

Tr /A (*W^ + J.^-p + J*,±) Z. 0. (3.6)

The projection of the supersymmetry Ward identity along the gauge vector n,

Tr jd.xJd (-Jc + n"dpS-^\ 0, (3.7)

can be put in a more convenient form. Calling X the term between the parenthesis we
see that locality, scale invariance and ghost number conservation imply that X is a local
polynomial in the sources J and the functional derivatives S/SJ, of dimension 3 and ghost
number —1. Its most general form, compatible with transverse Poincaré invariance and with
the gauge condition (3.5) taken into account, reads - in component form:

v t ¦ ma àZc jbàZcXa- xJ^ + y n"dp—- + zabc Jd-yy,
OJb* OJbr:

where x, y and zabc are constants, the latter being a tensor invariant under the gauge group.
Equation (3.7), which reads

Jd3xJdaXa 0,
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holds if and only if x y 0 and zabc is antisymmetric in a and 6, i.e., is proportional to
the structure constants f[abc]. Thus, coming back to the matrix notation, we see that X is

proportional to the commutator of Jd with the functional derivative of Zc with respect to
Jb. Calling g the proportionality factor, we get in this way the local antighost equation

-Jc+\n»dp— r s
Jd's7bD 0. (3.8)

We have thus seen that the gauge condition together with the n-component (3.7) of the
supersymmetry Ward identity imply the local antighost equation. The converse statement
being obvious, it follows that, under the axial gauge condition, the local antighost equation
is indeed equivalent to the n-component of the supersymmetry.

As in any gauge theory with a linear gauge condition there is a ghost equation, "fhis
follows from the Slavnov identity (3.4), differentiated with respect to the source J3, and
from the gauge condition (3.5). The ghost equation reads

- Jb + n"Ä
'8JC

Jd
8JC

zc o. (3.9)

The ghost equation (3.9) and the antighost equation (3.8) express the "freedom" ofj the
ghosts in the axial gauge [16]: they couple only to the external source Jd, i.e., to the n-
component of the gauge field. Their effect is to factorize out the contributions of the ghost
field c to the composite fields appearing in the BRS Ward identity (3.4). We shall ^hus
replace the latter by the local gauge Ward identity:

-dpJ" + g Jf 'SJ" + 9 Jd'sTd

A9{jM-n»8p±
+ 9

Zc 0.

{*¦£}
(3.10)

4 Consequences of supersymmetry

Let us show that, taken together with the axial gauge condition (3.5) and the requiremei|it of
scale invariance, the supersymmetry Ward identities (3.6) determine all the Green functions
of the theory except those containing only the Lagrange multiplier field d.

Without loss of generality we can choose the vector n defining the axial gauge as

(n*) (0,0,1). (4.1)

The coordinates transverse to n will be denoted by

x* (x\i=l,2). (4.2)
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Since the supersymmetry Ward identity (3.6) for p 3 is equivalent to the antighost
equation (3.8), we shall solve the latter:

-j-+(*A-'hé])*-o> (43)

and then the transverse components of the supersymmetry Ward identity5:

*l*x{Jieiéb+Jé^Jddé)z< °- (44)

Gauge condition:

We begin by looking at the gauge condition (3.5). It implies the vanishing of all connected
Green functions involving the component A3 of the gauge field:

(Al(x)(fii(xi) ¦ ¦ ¦ ipN(xN)) 0, V fields (pk(xk), (4.5)

with one exception:
(A°3(x)db(y)) -8°b63(x-y). (4.6)

Antighost equation:

The antighost equation (3.8) gives the following equations for the connected Green functions
involving one pair of ghost fields:

0,3 (ba(x)c"(y)) -SabS3(x - y), (4.7)

and
dxi (ba(x)cb(y)d^(zi) ¦ ¦ ¦ d^(zn)Adl(ti) ¦ • • A%(tm))

n
ffI]/acte<S3(z - Zk)

={b'(zk)c\y)d* (Zi) - - - d^(zk) - - ¦ d^(Zn)Adl(h) - - - At(tm))
for (n,m)^(0,0),

where X means the omission of the argument X. The right-hand-side of (4.8) of course
vanishes for (n,m) (0,m), m ^ 0.

The general solution of the differential equation (4.7) reads

(ba(x)c"(y)) -8ab[9(x3 - y3) + a]82(xtr - ytr), (4.9)

5with dj e(yj, £12 1
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where 9 is the step function

0 if u < 0,
v ;

and a is an integration constant. The term proportional to a represents the general solution
of the homogeneous equation, compatible with transverse Poincaré invariance and scale

»(«) {;

Using the same arguments we can write the general solution of the system of equations
(4.8) as

(b°(x)J>(y)d<*(zi) - - - d*»(zn)AÌt(ti) ¦ ¦ ¦ A£(tm))

9Yrf->M*3 - 4) + ofa'm)]*2(*tr - 4r)
k=l \*
(b'(zk)cb(y)d^(zi) ¦ ¦ • d"(zk) ¦ ¦ ¦ d°«(zn)Adl(ti) ¦ ¦ ¦ At(tm))

.11)

for (n,m)jf (0,0).

As in (4.8) the right-hand-side vanishes for n 0. The integration constants afa'"1) depend
only on the numbers n and m, and not on fc, due to the Bose symmetry of the field d.

Equations (4.11) build a recurrence on the number of fields d. They imply that from the
connected Green functions with two ghost fields, those containing the field A vanish,

(bc(d)n(A)m) =0 for m/0, (4.12)

where an obvious shortened notation has been used. On the other hand the Green functions
not containing the field A are completely determined by the ghost propagator (4.9) - up to
the integration constants a'"' afa'0) - through the recurrence relations (4.11) taken f°r
m 0:

(b°(x)cb(y)d*(zi).--d*>(zn))

s£/«cte[0(z3 - Z3) + cfa)]*Vr - 4r)
(4 13)

\b<(zk)cb(y)d*(zi) ¦ ¦ ¦ T>(zk) ¦ ¦ ¦ d^(Zn)}

for n > 1.

A very similar argument shows that the connected Green functions involving more than
one pair of ghosts all vanish. One indeed sees from the antighost equation (3.8) that the
Green functions of the type ((b)p(c)p) vanish for p > 1. The recurrence relations generalizing
(4.11) then imply the result

((bf(cf(dr(Ar) 0, forp>l, (4.14)

whith the same shortened notation as in (4.12).

6Scale invariance excludes a solution of the type l/(ilr—j/tr)2. Indeed, due to its short distance singularity,
the latter expression is not a well defined distribution. To give it a meaning would need the introduction of
a UV subtraction point, i.e., of a dimensionful parameter which would break scale invariance.
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Transverse supersymmetry:

The transverse supersymmetry Ward identity (4.4) yields, for the two-point functions:

{Ai(x)A>>.(y)) + eij3(b°(x)<f>(y)) 0,
V ' X ' (4.15)
(d"(x)Ab(y)) - dxi (b"(x)cb(y)) 0.

With the result (4.9), this gives

(Af(x)A){y)) djS*» [9(x3 - y3) + a] S2(xtr - ytr), (4.16)

(da(x)Ab(y)) -Sab [9(x3 - y3) + aj dz.S2(xtr - y*)- (4.17)

The integration constant a is now fixed to the value

(4.18)

by the Bose symmetry condition on the propagator (AiAj). This result corresponds to the

Cauchy principal value prescription [16] for the propagator in momentum space. Indeed the

Fourier transform of \&(u) — ^ 52(itr) is equal to

vp — vp
p3 n"pp

For the higher point connected Green functions the tranverse supersymmetry Ward identity

(4.4) gives the relations

(Ab(y)d^(zi)..-d^(zn)Adl(ti)...Ad:(tm))

£>4 {b<>(zk)cb(y)d«(zi) - - - d^(zk) - - - d?-(zn)A%(ti) - - - Ad~(tm)) (4.19)
k=i

+£>»* (bdk(tk)c"(y)d.>(zi) - ¦ ¦ d<"(zn)Adl(ti) ¦ ¦ ¦ <*(**) • • • Ad:(tm)) -

k=i x '

They allow to compute all the Green functions of A and d from the Green functions (4.9),
(4.12) and (4.13) of the ghost fields determined by the antighost equation. We thus obtain

((A)m(d)n) =0 for m > 3, (4.20)

and, for the nonvanishing, ghost independent, connected Green functions, the relations

(Ab(y)d<i(zi)..-d<»(zn))

9 E /ctcie[ö(4-^3) + «(n)]^2(4r-4r) ,.„,k,i=i(/,É*) \*zl)
(b'(ziy(y)d^(zi) ¦ • ¦ cF>(zk) ¦ ¦ ¦ d«(z,) ¦ ¦ ¦ dc"(zn))

(n > 2),
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{A1(x)A)(y)d^(zi)..-d^(zn))

g'upMW - 4) + «M}62(yir - 4r)
(4 22)

(b'(zk)c°(x)dc>(zi) ¦ ¦ ¦ d^(zh) ¦ ¦ ¦ d^(Zn))

(»>!)¦
Here again, Uke for the two-point functions, Bose symmetry for the field A fixes the value of
the integration constants:

a« -\ (4[23)

It is then easy to see from the above that the following recurrence relations hold:

.24)

(Af(x)d«(zi).-.d<"(Zn))

9YUA^3-4)-\\s\^-^k)
k=\ * I*
{A'i(zk)d^(zi) ¦ ¦ ¦ d°>(zk) ¦ ¦ ¦ dc"(zn))

(n > 2),

(A°(x)Ab(y)d«(zi)--.d°"(zn))

g±UM*z - 4) - \}s2(*iT - 4r) J25)
\A\(zk)A)(y)d*(zi) ¦ ¦¦d^(zk) ¦ ¦ ¦ d<"(zn))

(n > 1).

They are illustrated together with the ghost recurrence relation (4.13) (with ofa' — "../2)

in Figs. 2 to 4. The thin fines correspond to the two-point functions as depicted in Fig.
1. The three-point vertices (cbA3) and (AAA3) correspond respectively to the expressions
gfabc J d3z ¦ • • and gcijfabc f (Pz ¦ ¦ -. A 'hat' on an argument means its omission.

We have thus obtained the general result that, in the axial gauge, the supersymmetry
completely fixes the connected Green functions, with the notable exception of those involving
the Lagrange multiplier field d only.
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<b(x) c(y)>

<Ai(x)Aj(y)>

y <A3(x) d(y)>

Figure 1: Graphical representation of the two-point functions (4.9), (4.16), (4.6) (with a
-1/2).

dn

g

T

1

1

c%
b\

dk

n
di

_Jk
1
k=l ¦ dr,

Figure 2: Graphical representation of Eq.(4.13).
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[
di

dn

g

k=l

A
1

A A3 .4
A

--y^yy;,,.-. rf,
¦r.- .-y: >: f: ¦: >

fafafafay
'::'fa-fa :fa'\

¦ :¦ ¦:¦¦¦¦ ;¦¦ AA':- y y __£
¦: :<;: ;>¦-: -

% ;tMSM ¦ dr,

Figure 3: Graphical representation of Eq.(4.24).

g

dn k=l

A
¦ ¦

A A3 ..dk
A

di

_Jk
¦ dr,

l
Figure 4: Graphical representation of Eq.(4.25).
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5 Consequences of gauge invariance

The gauge Ward identity (3.10) yields, for the connected Green functions of the Lagrange
multiplier field the equations

dx,{da(x)d«(zi)...d<"(zn))

gJZfackCS3(x - Zk) (d<(zk)d'l(zi) ¦ - - cfc(zk) - ¦ ¦ <f"(zn))
k-l

The solution which respects scale invariance vanishes identically:

(dCi(zi)---dc'(zn))=0 Vn. (5.2)

This ends the demonstration that the Ward identities of the Chern-Simons theory in the
axial gauge determine uniquely all its Green functions. However, beyond the gauge fixing
condition and the supersymmetry Ward identities - together with the antighost equation
- we have used only a small part of the gauge Ward identities, namely the equations (5.1)
for the field d. The remaining ones, which involve also the other fields, as well as the ghost
equation (3.9) have to be - and indeed have been - checked explicitly.

6 Conclusion

The main result of this study is that the Green functions of the three-dimensional Chern-
Simons theory in the axial gauge follow as the - unique - solution of the Ward identities
defining the model, without reference to any action principle.

More remarkable, they are all determined by the gauge condition and the Ward identities
of topological supersymmetry only, with the exception of the Green functions (5.2) of the
Lagrange multiplier field. It is merely in order to fix the latters that the gauge Ward identity
is effectively needed.

However, notwithstanding the latter point, and looking at the solution of the gauge
condition and of the supersymmetry Ward identities, we remark that it consists of exactly
the Green functions that one would calculate - with the principal value prescription for the
free propopagators [16] - from the gauge fixed action (2.1), which is itself a solution of the

gauge Ward identity. This is at best seen from the graphical representations (see Figs. 2 to
4) of the equations (4.13), (4.24) and (4.25). Turning the argument round, we may conclude
that enforcing the supersymmetric Ward identities and the gauge condition on the Green
functions fixes uniquely the action - solution of the gauge Ward identity - and then all the
Green functions of the theory.

Finally, it is worth noticing that the Green functions we have obtained correspond to tree
graphs only. The loop graphs which, in a conventional Feynman graph expansion scheme,
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are expected a priori to contribute - even in an axial gauge, where they in fact cancel if one

appropriately takes into account the ghost loops [13] - simply do not show up in the present
approach.

Appendices:

Appendix A is devoted to demonstrate the existence of a larger algebra of symmetries of the
Chern Simons model quantized in the axial gauge.
Parallel to the analysis done in the covariant Landau gauge we show in App. B that also

in the non-covariant axial gauge an off-shell formulation for the BRS and supersymmetry is

possible.

A The algebra generated by BRS, anti-BRS and su¬

persymmetry

Beside the symmetry transformations (3.1) and (3.2) one can construct a further symmetry
defined by

SAp -Dp(2d-g{b,c}),

8b a \d, b\,
(A-1)

Se g [d, c]

8d 0.

It is straightforward to show that the action (2.1) is invariant under (A.l) and in addition
one has the following closure with s and s:

s2 s2 0, {s,s} 8,

(A.2)
[s,S]=0, [sj] =0.

In contradiction to the Landau gauge s and s do not anticommute.
Nevertheless, Up and up form a closed algebra with the ghost-number transformation r and

a new tensor symmetry haß\

tt-aßAp capVn Aß — CßpVn Aa, rAp U,

haßb 0, rb= -b,
(A-3)

haßc 0, rc c,

haßd —daAß — 9ßAa, rd 0,
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leading to the following larger algebra:

{va,v0} O, {ûa,û0} O,

{ya, Vß} haß + eaßun"r,

[ua,r] ua, [va,r] -üa, (A.4)

[ua, hßy] eßaunuuy + eyaunuUß, [üa, hßy] —tßavn"üy — eyavnvüß,

[r, Kß] 0.

Additionally there exists a further symmetry algebra. The two new symmetries tp and t
raAp — Capirti gC TAp U,

(A.5)

(A.6)

Tab dac + Dac, rb gc2,

Tac 0, rc 0,

Tad da(gc2), rd 0

lead to the following closed algebra:

{s,ûa} Ta, [ra,Tß] 0,

[ra, Vß] 3eaßunuT, t2 0,

[5,ra] 0, {s,t} 0,

{ûa,T} 0, [r„,T] 0.

B OfF-shell BRS and supersymmetry algebra

As usually and parallely to the analysis for the Landau gauge the composite fields appearing
in the BRS transformations (3.1) are coupled to external fields 7M, ff, and thus induce the

source term in the action:

E«, Tr fd3x (i"sAp + ffsc). (B.l)

BRS invariance is then expressed by the Slavnov identity

SZc Trjd3x[j^-Jcl-Jb^Zc 0, (B.2)

where Z^J", Jb, Jc, Jd,^, ff) is the generating functional of the connected Green functions,
Jp, Jd, Jb and Jc denoting the sources of the fields Ap, d, b and c, respectively.
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The presence of these source terms breaks the supersymmetry. Thus one has the following
Ward identity:

_S_

Jp8Jb

(B.7)

WpZc Trj d3x (j"epp^Jjr ~Jcjj;A Jddp

~{è-*à-*{*&—"ä))z- (B3)

A, Tr Jd3xCppVJ"Y-

The action of the Slavnov operator on the "breaking term" Ap vanishes identically:

SAp =0. (B.4)

Remember the nilpotency of the Slavnov operator

SSF[J4] 0. (B.5)

for any functional F[J^ of the sources, then the following identities complete the algebra
between supersymmetry and BRS.

(WpW„ + WrWp) F[Jt\ 0. (B| .6)

WpSF\Jd + S (WpFlJ^] - Ap)

(WpS + SWp) F[Jt\ =VpF[J,p}.

Here Vp is the operator of translations defined by

VpZc TrJd3x (z+dpJt-^-\zc. (B.8)
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